
IoT in Smart Cities  
 
Communities around the world are facing unprecedented amounts of change, creating a            
complex set of challenges. Waves of people are moving to urban areas. Environmental             
sustainability is a topic that can no longer be avoided. Public safety and security threats are                
evolving and growing. Constituents expect efficient and effective public services. Global leaders            
must establish or improve standards of living and must address all of these evolving challenges               
with dwindling resources. These leaders are turning to technology to solve for the pressing              
challenges of today and prepare for those that will emerge in the future. At Cisco, we must                 
position ourselves to help communities and their leaders to take advantage of growing network              
connectivity to unlock the social, economic and environmental benefits of digital transformation.  
 
Every day, community leaders are challenged to meet the rising expectations of citizens,             
improve sustainability and find innovative ways to foster economic growth. They must often face              
these challenges head-on while dealing with limited resources, exploding populations and aging            
(or limited) infrastructure. To successfully resolve these issues, Cisco can help city and             
community leaders to form and execute their digital transformation visions to become mart and              
connected. By securely connecting and enabling their communities, Cisco and its partners can             
help enhance standards of living, improve public engagement, reduce operational costs,           
increase management efficiencies, create new revenue streams, and ensure environmental          
sustainability and economic vitality. And it all begins with the foundation of the network.  
 

 
Cisco recently updated its own research on  
Value at Stake for cities. “Value at Stake” (VAS) is defined as the net value of cost savings, cost                   
avoidance, efficiencies, and revenue generation that investment in digital capabilities makes           
possible. We estimate that overall VAS for cities (not all public sector) to be $2.3 trillion globally                 
through 2024. According to our analysis, that $2.3 trillion VAS is derived from the following key                
areas for cities and we’ve estimated their individual VAS as follows: 
 

 
 
 
It is clear that digital disruption is ready to reshape markets quickly and aggressively. As it does,                 
it will leave behind those who do not transform while pulling those who do towards toward a                 
digital center where new, improved outcomes emerge. But cities are inherently dynamic places             



that rely on the flow of people, ideas, resources and connections. And although regimes,              
policies and leaders change, government organizations themselves don’t simply evaporate as a            
new, more competent competitor emerges. They are growing because they are seen as places              
that can fulfill the economic and social desires of people but as they grow they must learn how                  
to deal with rapid urbanization, economic constraints and challenges associated with           
environmental sustainability 
 

 
 

Questions: 
 

1. What makes a city “smart”? 
● What are the biggest advantages that a smart city brings to the communities?  
● What would impede a city from implementing a “Smart” Solution? 

 
2. What avenues are available to Cities to fund implementation of Smart Solutions?  

● ROI analysis, what would the cost/benefits represent for cities? 
 

3. Who are the Stakeholders/ Partners that need to be involved in implementing a smart city 
solution? 

● What is the roadmap to implement a smart city solution? 
 
 

4. The Role of IoT in a Circular Economy 
● In a Circular Economy, how would Smart Solutions impact the city.  

 
 
 
 


